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CPD/22/A2/142 SISV short course Certificate in Cost Management & 
Estimating (CCME) 11th Intake 
(Online) 

The  design  and  construction  of  building  projects  is  highly  complex and demanding  process  involving 
multiple disciplines  such   as   architecture,   civil  and  structural   engineering,  mechanical   and  electrical   
engineering,  quantity   surveying  and construction. Delivering a project of high complexity within the right 
cost budget, time schedule and quality is critical in meeting client’s project objectives. Cost management and 
estimating provides project owners, developers, consultants and contractors the  certainty  and  economy of  
cost  over  the  life  cycle  of a building with the use of cost modeling, planning and management techniques.

The Certificate in Cost Management and Estimating covers the basic principles relating to estimating of items 
of the works to be undertaken on construction projects.  Major topics are quantitative techniques in cost 
analysis, cost planning and approximate estimating. The principles governing the pricing of items and building 
up rates for items of works including structural, architectural and M&E works are also covered.

https://www.sisv.org.sg/event-
details.aspx?eventid=2832

Online 1391 10 Jul 2023 29 Sep 2023 34 34

CPD/23/A2/221 SCAL Conference SCAL Annual Environment, Health 
and Safety (EHS) Campaign 2023

The Annual WSH Environment, Health and Safety (EHS) Campaign 2023 event has the EHS component that 
align to one of CPAS 7 competencies. This annual event is a 4hr conference that has sharing and presentation 
from various authorities. Example MOM, NEA, WSH Council, as well as professionals from the Built 
Environment industry.

https://www.scal.com.sg/events/scal-ehs-
campaign-2023

Devan Nair Institute for 
Employment and 

Employability (e2i)
37.8 7 Jul 2023 7 Jul 2023 4 4

CPD/23/A2/217

SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Seminar
Dispute Avoidance and Best 
Practices in Live Construction 
Projects

This seminar aims to provide attendees with valuable insights into effective project controls techniques and 
strategies to avoid disputes. The session will highlight the importance of baseline programmes, as-built 
progress monitoring, and delay event management as well as effective risk management, clear 
communication, and collaborative problem-solving approaches. Attendees can learn how to implement best 
practices to keep their projects on track and minimize disputes, ensuring successful project completion within 
budget and on time. The session will also provide brief information on common methods of delay analysis for 
different stages of dispute resolution processes.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/258/4
916

Online 194.4 23 Aug 2023 23 Aug 2023 3 3

CPD/23/A2/224 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

short course Contracting Construction Project
Construction Projects are complex undertakings from the point of procurement, to contracting, execution 
and managing the works and often avoiding conflicts and resolving disputes that may arise. An understanding 
of the intricacies (often far more common sense than legalistic) of contracting can go a long way to 
appreciating how best to negotiate, administer, and manage such projects.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/198/5
489

Online 615.60 6 Jul 2023 7 Jul 2023 14 14

CPD/23/A2/225 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

short course
Top Executive WSH Programme 
(TEWP)

This programme is suitable for CEOs, board members, and top executives who want to develop their 
company's WSH capabilities, ensure legal compliance, and promote a safe and healthy workplace for their 
employees. The programme is also relevant for anyone who is interested in WSH or wants to learn more 
about it. 

Top Executive WSH Programme Outcomes
• Understand the value of WSH and why it is important for your business
• Know your legal responsibilities for WSH as a CEO or board member
• Understand the ACOP and how to fulfil your responsibility
• Be able to develop and implement a WSH policy for your company
• Be able to take appropriate actions to improve the WSH processes in your company and ensure legal 
compliance

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/259/5
213

SCAL @ Construction 
House, 1 Bukit Merah Lane 

2, Singapore 159760

120.00 5 Jul 2023

7 Jul 2023

21 Jul 2023

23 Jul 2023

5 Jul 2023

7 Jul 2023

21 Jul 2023

23 Jul 2023
3 3

CPD/23/A2/226 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Workshop
Design for Safety (DfS) for PMEs 
(Professional, Manager and 
Executive)

This course is ideal for PMEs working with developers, designers, contractors, and owners who want to know 
more about the WSH (DfS) Regulations. The course will cover DfS aspects of the whole live cycle of a building 
or structure from conceptualization, design, tender, construction, occupation, maintenance to demolition. 
Participants will be introduced to the “Guidelines on Design for Safety in Buildings and Structures”, the “Code 
of Practice on WSH Risk Management” published by MOM and the WSH Council as well as the WSH (DfS) 
Regulations. With the current outbreak of Novel CoronaVirus (NCov), this short course is particularly 
beneficial as case study from a 2003 SARS outbreak in Hong Kong will be discussed.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/17/54
81

Online 324.00 26 Jul 2023 26 Jul 2023

7.5 7.5

CPD/23/A2/227 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Workshop
The Construction Workplace 
Reimaged!

We have entered the age of Industry 4.0 and Web 3.0 and with it, disruption to the business. This course 
explores the current and potential future impacts of new and rapidly evolving technologies on construction-
related businesses and their operations. Learners will gain insights into these emerging technologies and how 
organisations may harness these technologies to their advantage.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/178/4
332

Online 300.00 16 Aug 2023 16 Aug 2023

7 7

CPD/23/A2/228 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Workshop
Understanding the Security of 
Payment (SOP) Act

Security of Payment Act (SOP act) is a crucial component of the construction industry and can impact the 
payment process for all parties involved. This one-day training course has been designed to provide 
participants with a comprehensive understanding of the act and the essential tools needed to prepare or 
respond to adjudication documents.

The training will cover all key components of the SOP act, including payment claims, payment schedules, 
adjudication applications, adjudication responses, and adjudication determinations. The course will begin with 
an overview of the SOP act and its significance in the construction industry. Participants will then learn about 
the process of making and responding to payment claims, and what to do in the event of a dispute over 
payment. They will also be given information on how to apply for adjudication, and what changes have been 
made in the latest amendments to the act.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/107/4
448

Online 320.00 20 Jul 2023 20 Jul 2023

7.5 7.5

CPD/23/A2/229 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Workshop
Manage Demolition of Buildings 
and Structures

Demolition works typically involve tearing down of buildings or civil engineering structures. The improper 
handling of demolition works can give rise to various risks and environmental impacts. Demolition 
management plan should be developed to mitigate the potential risks from identified work hazards as well as 
the environmental impacts resulting from the demolition works. As land is scarce in Singapore, the 
management plan should also include the measures to reduce waste sent to the landfills and incineration 
plants via the reuse and recycling of demolition debris and materials.

This course aims to give the participants an opportunity to learn and understand the key aspects in managing 
demolition of buildings and structures through careful planning, scheduling and controlling of demolition 
work.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/164/5
410

Online 300.00 20 Jul 2023 20 Jul 2023

7 7
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CPD/23/A2/230 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Seminar Mediation for Construction 
Industry

Upon completion of this webinar, participants will have gained a thorough understanding of the process of 
mediation in construction disputes and will be able to:

- Understand the steps involved in resolving disputes through mediation.
- Appreciate the benefits of using mediation as a means of resolving disputes.
- Know what to expect from preparing for, participating in and the motivations to reach a settlement through 
mediation.
- Learn about the considerations and reasons towards settling the disputes through mediation.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/115/4
939

Online 194.40 27 Jul 2023

07 Nov 2023

27 Jul 2023

07 Nov 2023

4 4

CPD/23/A1/140 Singapore 
University of 
Social Sciences

Lecture BPM503 Project Risk Management 
in Construction Projects

This course aims to equip students with the essential skills and knowledge required to manage the risks in 
construction projects. It provides thorough discussions of the various concepts, tools and techniques involved 
in risk management process and applications of how these methods can empower the decision making of the 
project manager. Case studies of risk management in construction projects will be used to demonstrate key 
principles of project risk management learnt.

https://www.suss.edu.sg/courses/detail/bpm50
3

Program Timetable:
https://scalsingapore-
my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/admin_scals
ingapore_onmicrosoft_com/EetqJaZY2apAjN3Y
So3fQsYB8A6fXEJDWjayTjnugJtYGg?e=pJDJCT

Singapore University of 
Social Sciences, 463 

Clementi Rd, Singapore 
599494

2200

SSG Funded

19/8/2023

10 Sessions
Every Sat 12nn - 

3pm (3hrs)

21/10/2023

30 30

CPD/23/A1/141 Singapore 
University of 
Social Sciences

Lecture BPM505 Collaborative Contracting 
in Built Environment 

Collaborative contracting is a framework which allow all team members to collaborate, share information 
and develop solutions in line with the objectives of all parties and increase productivity.

This course aims to equip students with the knowledge in contractual framework for Collaborative 
Contracting. It covers key principles, pros and cons of collaborative contracting. The improvement of 
economic and social value by having early contractor involvement and supply chain collaboration will be 
discussed.

https://www.suss.edu.sg/courses/detail/bpm50
5

Course Details:
https://scalsingapore-
my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/admin_scals
ingapore_onmicrosoft_com/ETSR8PGAbJFPhM
UzuSVuAb0BLS4fe6gTt9XNs7064pYzjA?e=Npgr
gx 

Program Timetable:
https://scalsingapore-
my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/admin_scals
ingapore_onmicrosoft_com/ETSR8PGAbJFPhM
UzuSVuAb0BLS4fe6gTt9XNs7064pYzjA?e=hL0Jn
l 

Singapore University of 
Social Sciences, 463 

Clementi Rd, Singapore 
599494

2200

SSG Funded

17/8/2023

10 Sessions 
Every Wed 7pm - 

10pm (3hrs)

19 Oct 2023

30 30

CPD/23/A2/231 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Seminar
Construction Safety Webinar 
“Traffic Management & Managing 
Hear Stress"

The Construction Safety Webinar focuses on crucial aspects of ensuring a safe and healthy work environment 
within the construction industry. It provides participants with valuable insights and practical solutions pertaining to 
traffic management, worker well-being, and heat stress management. The webinar covers important topics such as 
the regulations set by the Land Transport Authority (LTA) regarding traffic management and explores effective 
practices for implementing technology to improve traffic management efficiency and safety. It also emphasizes the 
role of IT and AI capabilities in fostering a sense of safety among workers. Furthermore, the webinar addresses the 
impact of heat stress on the health of construction workers and offers strategies for managing and mitigating its 
effects. This webinar is designed to equip professionals with comprehensive knowledge and best practices to 
promote worker well-being and enhance productivity.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/324/5
490

Online 108.00 31 Jul 2023 31 Jul 2023

4 4

CPD/23/A2/232 SCAL Academy 
Pte Ltd

Conference
CIOB-SCAL conference "Building 
Collaborative Contracting"

Introducing the CIOB-SCAL Conference on "Building Collaborative Contracting." Join us for an enlightening 
webinar where esteemed speakers will delve into key topics such as effective mediation strategies for dispute 
resolution, the Singapore Academy of Law's guide to collaborative contracting, the pros and cons of Early 
Contractor Involvement (ECI), and the challenges of delay and rising costs in the post-pandemic era. Expand 
your knowledge, gain practical insights, and navigate the evolving construction landscape. 

By attending the CIOB-SCAL Conference on "Building Collaborative Contracting," you will gain in-depth 
knowledge of effective mediation strategies, collaborative contracting guidelines, Early Contractor 
Involvement (ECI), and addressing delay and rising costs in the post-pandemic era. Benefit from practical 
insights shared by industry experts, network with professionals, enhance your professional skills, and stay 
ahead of industry trends.

https://scal-
academy.com.sg/courses/course_detail/400/5
593

Furama Riverfront Hotel 
405 Havelock Rd S 169633

380.00 24 Aug 2023 24 Aug 2023

7 7
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